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Today’s Urban Challenges 
•  Reliable detection of 

–  Obstacles < mid-size car 
–  Pedestrians 
–  Bicyclists 
–  Motocyclists 
–  Traffic signs 
–  Traffic lights 

•  Safe operation 
–  In parking garages 
–  At rush hours 
–  At night 
–  At rough weather conditions 

•  Usability aspects 
–  Long-term usage 
–  Energy consumption & sustainability 
–  Comfort 

Source: http://www.bmwblog.com/2010/10/10/
bmw-makes-self-drive-car-with-active-cruise-control/ 



Today’s Technology for Self-Driving Cars 
•  Sensors: 

–  Positioning 
–  Vision sensors 
–  Active sensors 
–  V2X communication 

•  Powerful computation 
•  System architecture: 

–  Localization & Perception 
–  Interpretation 
–  Acting 
–  Monitoring & Evaluation 
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•  Powerful computation 
•  System architecture: 

–  Localization & Perception 
–  Interpretation 
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1.  The magic is in the software! 
2.  But: „What methods can be applied to validation of complex 

systems that interact with the real world?“ – Winner of DUC 
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rection; second, regular and scheduled vehicle test-drives,
which follow a predefined test plan with a scenario setup,
validation of measurable goals, and a written report about
the current quality and maturity of the vehicle software–
o�cial certifications would also be covered by this category;
third, demonstration test-runs, which are used to present
the current status of a project.

On the other hand, software evaluations with simulations
could also be classified in a similar manner: First, develop-
ers simply run the algorithm with selected data from a very
specific scenario that covers the developer’s intentions; sec-
ond, unit tests or regression simulations (cf. Sec. 2), which
evaluate an algorithm based on a formal test model to pro-
duce a test report; third, algorithm demonstrations, which
are only limitedly applicable for CPS without the technical
environment. In the following, only the second classes of
each group are of interest.
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Figure 3: The cyber-physical testing-loop for evaluat-
ing CPS consists of the CPS itself, its necessary en-
vironment and an appropriate evaluation approach.
Depending on the simulative level, the environment
itself is either part of the simulation or elements
from the simulation are used to augment the reality
like object models; furthermore, virtual sensors and
actors can be used as replacements in real test-runs.

In Fig. 3, the testing loop for CPS is depicted. Besides the
CPS, appropriate surroundings as well as suitable evalua-
tion approaches are required. Depending on the intended
level of simulation, all environmental aspects including sen-
sors and actors are part of the simulation as described in
[4]; alternatively, real test-runs can be augmented by virtual
object models to evaluate a potentially dangerous situation
for example. Furthermore, real actors can be substituted by
mocks in case of irreversible acting components like airbags.
Moreover, also real sensor data can either be transformed to
imitate another detecting device or to artificially reduce the
sensor data quality to emulate other weather conditions like
fog for example.

CPS–In real test-runs, the CPS does not only include the
algorithms to be tested but also the hardware platform in-
cluding all sensors and actors. In contrast, the simulative
test-run requires additionally the correct configuration and
mounting positions for sensor and actor models to reflect
the real hardware accordingly. Moreover, noise models like
drifting clocks and error models like communication errors

would improve the simulated reality.

Environment–The behavior of CPS can only be evaluated
properly within its intended surroundings. Thus, a real-
istic environment needs to be set up for both approaches.
While structural means like curbs, intersection layouts, or
lane markings are necessary for the former approach, a“suit-
able”model for the latter is required which must be defined
in close conjunction with models for the intended sensor and
actor models, which rely on a certain level of details to oper-
ate accordingly; for example, data for materials of 3D mod-
els is necessary to simulate raw data from a sensor more
precisely.

(a) 3D OpenGL model of the experimental proving
ground at Richmond Field Station, Richmond, CA
augmented by a digital road network (aerial image
credit: University of California, Berkeley).

(b) 2D model of the semi-final test area B augmented by
a digital road network (aerial image credit: DARPA).

Figure 4: Digital road networks as environmen-
tal models to navigate through urban-like environ-
ments.

In Fig. 4, two examples for environmental models for simula-
tive environments are depicted. In Fig. 4(a), a 3D OpenGL
model of the proving ground Richmond Field Station from
University of California, Berkeley is shown. That stationary
model also served to simulate a stereo vision sensor and a
single layer laser scanner model running on a GPU to realize
more realistic raw data for the CPS. In contrast, Fig. 4(b)
shows the 2D model from the semi-final test area B at the
2007 DARPA Urban Challenge that served as the basis to
generate input data on object level in simulations for “Car-

Source: IAV GmbH. 

 
 

 

and acceleration maneuvers of the simulated outside traffic. 

The triggers for these maneuvers can be activated either 

relatively to other traffic participants (and thus also to the 

ego vehicle) or by crossing an absolute location position. 

The synthetic traffic can also move on autonomously, using 

a model of the longitudinal and lateral dynamics of a 

normal driver.  

 

2) Positioning the test vehicle in the traffic simulation 

To represent the correct road section in the traffic 

simulation, the position of the ego vehicle on the AUDI AG 

test field must be determined exactly. Therefore a high-

precise strapped down motion analyzer with a DGPS 

connection is used (see Figure 4, no. 1 and 5). By 

additionally comparing the data with DGPS, the exactness 

of the location determination is increased from approx. ±1m 

to approx. ±1cm. If either the number of the visible 

satellites goes down or the radio signal to the ego vehicle 

for the DGPS correction data breaks off, the position of the 

ego vehicle is continued to be determined by the high-

precise strapped down motion analyzer. All signals on 

vehicle position and driving states are recorded on a 

separate CAN Bus and are thus available for the simulation. 

 

3) Integrating the driver with Augmented Reality 

The simulated traffic is visualized with the AddVisor™ 

150 optical see through Head Mounted Display (HMD) of 

SAAB (cf. Figure 5). It is also connected to the simulation 

processor through a S-Video interface. 

The drivers are not able to perceive the complete vehicle 

environment as it is present in the simulation, but are 

limited to their own visual field. Thus the visualization has 

to be limited to this natural visual field which keeps 

changing with the drivers’ head position. Only the 

corresponding detail of the environment simulation is to be 

shown in the HMD. 

The quality of the Vehicle in the Loop test setup depends 

decisively on the exact superposition of this real visual field 

and the corresponding simulated traffic presented to the 

driver. The essential data on the position and the orientation 

of the drivers’ head are collected by the Head tracker 

System Laser-BIRD of the Ascension Technology 

Corporation (cf. Figure 5). The system consists of a laser 

scanner and a sensor module (see Figure 4, no. 8 and 9). 

The sensor module is fixed onto the HMD holder which 

again is placed on the moving drivers’ head.  

The simulation calculates an eye point from the received 

data of the Head tracker and the strapped down motion 

analyzer. Departing from this eye point the traffic scene is 

visualized in the HMD. 

To enable the driver of the ego vehicle  to interpret the 

visualized traffic scene three-dimensionally, the Virtual 

Image Distance of the HMD was fixed to 10m as monocular 

clues for depth perception (e.g. relative height in the image, 

linear perspective representation of the image size, overlap) 

dominate for larger distances [6]. Also larger distances to 

the outside traffic can be presented credibly with these clues 

for depth perception. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: HMD and headtracker integrated at the Vehicle in the Loop 

  

In Figure 6 an Augmented Reality representation is 

shown, where the test vehicle of the Vehicle in the Loop test 

setup follows a synthetic vehicle on the AUDI AG test field. 

To make this photo, a camera filming the scene during the 

drive was integrated in the HMD. Due to the limited space 

at this paper no more pictures can be shown here, but an 

augmented reality movie sequence is shown at the 

presentation.  

In addition to the synthetic outside traffic, the synthetic 

lanes of the track can be seen. The representation of the 

lanes has been helpful to evaluate the correct positioning 

and orientation of the test vehicle and driver’s head. If the 

synthetic lanes overlap the real lanes, a correct 

representation of the entire synthetic scene is granted. In the 

following development phases the synthetic lanes will no 

longer be represented as the driver can get his orientation 

from the real lanes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Augmented reality demonstration of the Vehicle in the Loop 
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Source: Bock, Maurer, 
Färber, 2007. 



Cyber-Physical Testing of 
Environment-based Vehicle Functions 

1.  Consistent cyber-physical description for: 
–  Scenarios 
–  Stimuli behavior (dynamic elements) 
–  SUT’s expected behavior over time 
–  Modeling experience-based evaluation 
–  Comparable reporting 

 
 
 
 
  

rection; second, regular and scheduled vehicle test-drives,
which follow a predefined test plan with a scenario setup,
validation of measurable goals, and a written report about
the current quality and maturity of the vehicle software–
o�cial certifications would also be covered by this category;
third, demonstration test-runs, which are used to present
the current status of a project.

On the other hand, software evaluations with simulations
could also be classified in a similar manner: First, develop-
ers simply run the algorithm with selected data from a very
specific scenario that covers the developer’s intentions; sec-
ond, unit tests or regression simulations (cf. Sec. 2), which
evaluate an algorithm based on a formal test model to pro-
duce a test report; third, algorithm demonstrations, which
are only limitedly applicable for CPS without the technical
environment. In the following, only the second classes of
each group are of interest.
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Figure 3: The cyber-physical testing-loop for evaluat-
ing CPS consists of the CPS itself, its necessary en-
vironment and an appropriate evaluation approach.
Depending on the simulative level, the environment
itself is either part of the simulation or elements
from the simulation are used to augment the reality
like object models; furthermore, virtual sensors and
actors can be used as replacements in real test-runs.

In Fig. 3, the testing loop for CPS is depicted. Besides the
CPS, appropriate surroundings as well as suitable evalua-
tion approaches are required. Depending on the intended
level of simulation, all environmental aspects including sen-
sors and actors are part of the simulation as described in
[4]; alternatively, real test-runs can be augmented by virtual
object models to evaluate a potentially dangerous situation
for example. Furthermore, real actors can be substituted by
mocks in case of irreversible acting components like airbags.
Moreover, also real sensor data can either be transformed to
imitate another detecting device or to artificially reduce the
sensor data quality to emulate other weather conditions like
fog for example.

CPS–In real test-runs, the CPS does not only include the
algorithms to be tested but also the hardware platform in-
cluding all sensors and actors. In contrast, the simulative
test-run requires additionally the correct configuration and
mounting positions for sensor and actor models to reflect
the real hardware accordingly. Moreover, noise models like
drifting clocks and error models like communication errors

would improve the simulated reality.

Environment–The behavior of CPS can only be evaluated
properly within its intended surroundings. Thus, a real-
istic environment needs to be set up for both approaches.
While structural means like curbs, intersection layouts, or
lane markings are necessary for the former approach, a“suit-
able”model for the latter is required which must be defined
in close conjunction with models for the intended sensor and
actor models, which rely on a certain level of details to oper-
ate accordingly; for example, data for materials of 3D mod-
els is necessary to simulate raw data from a sensor more
precisely.

(a) 3D OpenGL model of the experimental proving
ground at Richmond Field Station, Richmond, CA
augmented by a digital road network (aerial image
credit: University of California, Berkeley).

(b) 2D model of the semi-final test area B augmented by
a digital road network (aerial image credit: DARPA).

Figure 4: Digital road networks as environmen-
tal models to navigate through urban-like environ-
ments.

In Fig. 4, two examples for environmental models for simula-
tive environments are depicted. In Fig. 4(a), a 3D OpenGL
model of the proving ground Richmond Field Station from
University of California, Berkeley is shown. That stationary
model also served to simulate a stereo vision sensor and a
single layer laser scanner model running on a GPU to realize
more realistic raw data for the CPS. In contrast, Fig. 4(b)
shows the 2D model from the semi-final test area B at the
2007 DARPA Urban Challenge that served as the basis to
generate input data on object level in simulations for “Car-
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Figure 3: The cyber-physical testing-loop for evaluat-
ing CPS consists of the CPS itself, its necessary en-
vironment and an appropriate evaluation approach.
Depending on the simulative level, the environment
itself is either part of the simulation or elements
from the simulation are used to augment the reality
like object models; furthermore, virtual sensors and
actors can be used as replacements in real test-runs.

In Fig. 3, the testing loop for CPS is depicted. Besides the
CPS, appropriate surroundings as well as suitable evalua-
tion approaches are required. Depending on the intended
level of simulation, all environmental aspects including sen-
sors and actors are part of the simulation as described in
[4]; alternatively, real test-runs can be augmented by virtual
object models to evaluate a potentially dangerous situation
for example. Furthermore, real actors can be substituted by
mocks in case of irreversible acting components like airbags.
Moreover, also real sensor data can either be transformed to
imitate another detecting device or to artificially reduce the
sensor data quality to emulate other weather conditions like
fog for example.

CPS–In real test-runs, the CPS does not only include the
algorithms to be tested but also the hardware platform in-
cluding all sensors and actors. In contrast, the simulative
test-run requires additionally the correct configuration and
mounting positions for sensor and actor models to reflect
the real hardware accordingly. Moreover, noise models like
drifting clocks and error models like communication errors

would improve the simulated reality.

Environment–The behavior of CPS can only be evaluated
properly within its intended surroundings. Thus, a real-
istic environment needs to be set up for both approaches.
While structural means like curbs, intersection layouts, or
lane markings are necessary for the former approach, a“suit-
able”model for the latter is required which must be defined
in close conjunction with models for the intended sensor and
actor models, which rely on a certain level of details to oper-
ate accordingly; for example, data for materials of 3D mod-
els is necessary to simulate raw data from a sensor more
precisely.

(a) 3D OpenGL model of the experimental proving
ground at Richmond Field Station, Richmond, CA
augmented by a digital road network (aerial image
credit: University of California, Berkeley).

(b) 2D model of the semi-final test area B augmented by
a digital road network (aerial image credit: DARPA).

Figure 4: Digital road networks as environmen-
tal models to navigate through urban-like environ-
ments.

In Fig. 4, two examples for environmental models for simula-
tive environments are depicted. In Fig. 4(a), a 3D OpenGL
model of the proving ground Richmond Field Station from
University of California, Berkeley is shown. That stationary
model also served to simulate a stereo vision sensor and a
single layer laser scanner model running on a GPU to realize
more realistic raw data for the CPS. In contrast, Fig. 4(b)
shows the 2D model from the semi-final test area B at the
2007 DARPA Urban Challenge that served as the basis to
generate input data on object level in simulations for “Car-
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Depending on the simulative level, the environment
itself is either part of the simulation or elements
from the simulation are used to augment the reality
like object models; furthermore, virtual sensors and
actors can be used as replacements in real test-runs.

In Fig. 3, the testing loop for CPS is depicted. Besides the
CPS, appropriate surroundings as well as suitable evalua-
tion approaches are required. Depending on the intended
level of simulation, all environmental aspects including sen-
sors and actors are part of the simulation as described in
[4]; alternatively, real test-runs can be augmented by virtual
object models to evaluate a potentially dangerous situation
for example. Furthermore, real actors can be substituted by
mocks in case of irreversible acting components like airbags.
Moreover, also real sensor data can either be transformed to
imitate another detecting device or to artificially reduce the
sensor data quality to emulate other weather conditions like
fog for example.

CPS–In real test-runs, the CPS does not only include the
algorithms to be tested but also the hardware platform in-
cluding all sensors and actors. In contrast, the simulative
test-run requires additionally the correct configuration and
mounting positions for sensor and actor models to reflect
the real hardware accordingly. Moreover, noise models like
drifting clocks and error models like communication errors

would improve the simulated reality.

Environment–The behavior of CPS can only be evaluated
properly within its intended surroundings. Thus, a real-
istic environment needs to be set up for both approaches.
While structural means like curbs, intersection layouts, or
lane markings are necessary for the former approach, a“suit-
able”model for the latter is required which must be defined
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actor models, which rely on a certain level of details to oper-
ate accordingly; for example, data for materials of 3D mod-
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In Fig. 4, two examples for environmental models for simula-
tive environments are depicted. In Fig. 4(a), a 3D OpenGL
model of the proving ground Richmond Field Station from
University of California, Berkeley is shown. That stationary
model also served to simulate a stereo vision sensor and a
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Cyber-Physical Testing of 
Environment-based Vehicle Functions 

•  Preliminary ideas for a cyber-physical testing language: 
 
 

env.ground.origin = (57.707116;11.936903); 
env.ground.area = { (-80;-80), (80;-80), 
(-80;80), (80;80) }; # square-shaped area 
 
env.obj = null; # no other real objects 
 
obj.0 is Cylinder(1;1.8); # diameter;height 
obj.0.name = "Pedestrian"; 
obj.0.origin = (5;40); 
obj.0.heading = PI; # heading to the west 
obj.0.color = LIGHTGRAY; 
obj.0.action = ped0(cps); 
 
Camera is GenericCamera; 
 
Camera.position = (1;0;1); 
Camera.heading = (1;5/180*pi;0); 
Camera.resolution = (640;480); 
 
Camera0 is VisibilityCamera refines Camera; 
Camera0.range = 30; 
Camera0.angle = 1/3*pi; 
Camera0.fps = 15; 
	  

RealCamera0 is VendorCam refines Camera; 
RealCamera0.fps = 10; 
 
cps.origin = (0;0); 
cps.heading = 0.5*PI; # heading to the north 
cps.has = { Camera }; 
cps.action = drive(); 
 
agent.0 is SafetyDistance; 
agent.0.distance = 0.5; 
agent.0.observes = { cps }; 
 
agent.1 is MaxSpeed; 
agent.1.max = 15; # m/s 
agent.1.observes = { cps }; 
 
sim = { env, obj.*, cps(Camera0) }; 
real = { env, obj.*, cps(RealCamera0) }; 
	  



Cyber-Physical Testing of 
Environment-based Vehicle Functions 

•  Generating test cases from a requirements specification: 
 
 

env.ground.origin = (57.707116;11.936903); 
env.ground.area = { (-80;-80), (80;-80), 
(-80;80), (80;80) }; # square-shaped area 
 
env.obj = null; # no other real objects 
 
obj.0 is Cylinder(1;1.8); # diameter;height 
obj.0.name = "Pedestrian"; 
obj.0.origin = (5;40); 
obj.0.heading = PI; # heading to the west 
obj.0.color = LIGHTGRAY; 
obj.0.action = ped0(cps); 
 
Camera is GenericCamera; 
 
Camera.position = (1;0;1); 
Camera.heading = (1;5/180*pi;0); 
Camera.resolution = (640;480); 
 
Camera0 is VisibilityCamera refines Camera; 
Camera0.range = 30; 
Camera0.angle = 1/3*pi; 
Camera0.fps = 15; 
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considered together 

•  Foundation: Cyber-physical 
testing language to combine the 
evaluation in both worlds 

•  Autonomous miniature vehicle 
fleet as one exemplary 
experimental lab 

•  ASTAzero from summer 2014: 
–  Proving ground for active safety 

vehicle functions 
–  Includes mock up urban 

environment 
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